Kinetics of selenite uptake by mononuclear cells from peripheral human blood.
The present study deals with the kinetics and thermodynamics of the uptake of(75)Se-labeled SeO 3 (2-) from incubation media to lymphocytes cultivated from eight normal individuals (14-55 years of age, two females).The uptake of SeO 3 (2-) was evaluated on the assumption of pseudo-first-order kinetics with regard to a reacting cellular receptor pool. On the basis of the experimental observations, it was assumed that the suggested pool of receptor molecules-symbolically represented by "£H4"-reacts with SeO 3 (2-) in the hypothetical reaction:[Formula: see text] The mean value of the change in standard free energy at 25°C was calculated to be ΔG (o)=-141.6±1.3 kJ/mol, while the corresponding mean value of the free energy of activation at 25°C was calculated to be ΔG (2+)=-7.8±0.9 kJ/mol for the forward reaction.The calculated values of the corresponding individual changes in the respective standard enthalpies and entropies were mutually interdependent for all eight donors. ΔH (o)=-152+315ΔS (o)(kJ/mol) corresponding to the common value ΔG (o)≅-152 kJ/mol at 315°K. These mutual interdependencies are possibly the effect of variable conformational states (e.g., the macromolecular compactness) of the cellular receptor pools. This suggestion may furthermore be supported by the correlation traced between ΔH (o) vs the biological age in years of the donors: △H (°)≃76.7-1.0 (age)kJ/mol (r = -0.92)The calculated values of activation enthalpy ΔH (2+) kJ/mol and activation entropy ΔS (2+) (kJ/mol K) also mutually correlated linearly (r=0.998); the regression line was: △H (2+) = -8.9 + 305△S(2+) (kJ/mol) corresponding to the common value △H (2+) △ -8.9 (kJ/mol) at 305°KSimilarly the activation enthalpy ΔH (2+) vs the biological age in years correlated linearly: ΔH (2+)=67.4-0.73(age) (kJ/mol) (r=-0.76)The range of ΔH (2+) studied was from 13.8 to 53.9 kJ/mol with a linearly corresponding range in ΔS (2+) from 73 to 205 J/mol K.The thermodynamic data reveal the selenite uptake during the hypothetical standard reaction to be exergonic and endothermic. Critical pH dependencies of the selenite uptake were explained.